How do I access Nursing Resource Center database?

• Go to the library website: http://library.ccc.edu
• Click “Online databases”.
• Scroll down the screen for Heath.
• Click “Nursing Resource Center”.

The database provides nurses with evidence-based resources that they can access for quick reference at the point-of-care including:

• Quick Lessons providing disease and condition overviews that map to the nursing workflow
• Evidence-Based Care Sheets providing summaries of what is known about a disease or condition and the best treatment options
• Information on how to treat patients from diverse cultures
• Patient education handouts
• Point-of-care drug information

Off-campus users will be prompted to enter your Blackboard username and Password. Reference Desk: 773 838 7669
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- Analysis
- Care and Treatment
- Case Studies
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- Comparative Analysis
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- Social Aspects
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Schizophrenia. Rebecca Frey and Ruth A. Wiendaw.
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